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copyrightInstructions are for half a metre of fabric; much more than that becomes quite unwieldy to work
with.

1. Lay half metre of fabric face up and fold across width face to face.

2. Sew around the open edges with a 1.5cm seam allowance.

3. Lay the piece so that the sewn longer edge is to the right.

4. Draw a diagonal line from bottom left to top right corner, from stitching to stitching.

5. Cut the corners off at the end of the line, but don’t cut the stitches.

6. Flip the piece over top to bottom and draw another diagonal line
from the uncut corner to the other corner, from stitching to stitching.

7. Pull the pieces apart and snip on the line so that you can cut along it without cutting through the
other piece of fabric.

8. Repeat on other side.

 9. Open up into a tube and press the three seams open. Turn RS out.
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To make continuous bias binding:
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copyright10.  Lay the piece with open sides on L and R.

11.  Draw the width of the binding strips up the fabric, stopping about 2/3rds of the way up. 

12. Cut the strips to the end of the line.

14. Cut across diagonally so that the first strip on the front leads to the
second on the back.

15.  Carry on across with these diagonal cuts until you reach the other side where the final cut goes
across the edge. Voila!

16. Put through the appropriate sized binding maker if you want to make folded edge bias binding.

13. Open out the uncut
fabric.
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My favourite binding is to cut 35mm wide strips which go through an 18mm binding maker,
creating a 9mm binding when folded over an edge. When flat binding I prefer a narrower 12mm
binding for which I cut 23mm strips. Be generous if using jersey as I find this shrinks in width
during cutting. Spraying starch onto jersey before cutting can help to stabilise the fabric when

making stretch binding.


